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### Previous Recipients of SNRE Awards

**SNRE**

- **Achievement**
  - Faculty & Staff: Dave Breshears, John Koprowski
  - Outstanding Scholarly Award: Outstanding Graduate, Outstanding Student Scholarly, Outstanding Course, Outstanding Dissertation, Outstanding Thesis, Outstanding Alumnus, Outstanding SNRE undergrad, Outstanding Achievement by Research, Outstanding Achievement by Service, Outstanding Achievement by Teaching, Outstanding Achievement by Community Service, Outstanding Accomplishment by an Undergraduate, Outstanding Faculty

- **Outstanding Collaborative**
  - Most Impressive Office: Chase Voirin & Greg Warrick

- **Outstanding Faculty**
  - Outstanding Faculty: Stewart Marsh, Steve Moore, Shirley Papuga, Don Falk, Mitch McClaran

- **Outstanding Graduate**
  - Outstanding Graduate: Adam Killebrew, Noelle Espinosa, Darin Law, NPN

- **Outstanding Student Scholarly Achievement Award**
  - Outstanding Student Scholarly Achievement Award: Outstanding Graduate, Outstanding Student Scholarly, Outstanding Course, Outstanding Dissertation, Outstanding Thesis, Outstanding Alumnus, Outstanding SNRE undergrad, Outstanding Achievement by Research, Outstanding Achievement by Service, Outstanding Achievement by Teaching, Outstanding Achievement by Community Service, Outstanding Accomplishment by an Undergraduate, Outstanding Faculty

- **Outstanding Adviser**
  - Outstanding Adviser: Bob Steidl, Andrea Litt, Haiyan Wei, Rachel McCaffrey, Coralie Egan, Kaylene Homier, Amy Zolman, Kyle Stockton, Cameron Burleson, Maya Stahl, Anne-Elise Gornall, Joanne Nelson, Ashley Stewart, Vanita Steinbronn, Maryam Naimer, Selma Mahmic, Terrie Rodriguez, Hannah Farrell, Dr. Zackry Guido

- **Outstanding Accomplishment by an Undergraduate**
  - Outstanding Accomplishment by an Undergraduate: Outstanding Graduate, Outstanding Student Scholarly, Outstanding Course, Outstanding Dissertation, Outstanding Thesis, Outstanding Alumnus, Outstanding SNRE undergrad, Outstanding Achievement by Research, Outstanding Achievement by Service, Outstanding Achievement by Teaching, Outstanding Achievement by Community Service, Outstanding Accomplishment by an Undergraduate, Outstanding Faculty
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